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This holiday season you may be wondering what to 
get that techie who already has all the latest gadgets. 
Or maybe you’re shopping for a client or your boss – 
a tech leader who lives and breathes new tech trends. 
Try using color psychology to find that perfect gift.

Here are the Trends  
& What They Mean

Start Shopping!

To view more from This sTudy, visiT  
idgenterprise.com/report/2015-idg-enterprise-building-the-mobile-enterprise-survey 

What if they don’t have a case? Then 
they’re most likely a risk-taker. Skydiving 
perhaps? Or maybe a mobile device case...

Does your tech friend have a neutral-
colored case? Select something  
timeless like a watch or perhaps 
something practical like a desktop  
organizer, or a kitchen or yard tool. 

Getting a gift for a person with 
a black case? Try a book (maybe 
a business best-seller), a nice 
pen, or a bottle of fine wine.
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Practical

Cool
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Green)
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Focus 
soPhistication 
adventure

Just about everyone with a mobile device has a  
carefully selected protective case. Black, white,  
clear or multi-colored — options abound for disaster-
proofing our constant companions. So before you start 
shopping for that techie on your list, sneak a peek at 
their mobile device. It may give you some clues!
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fAvoriTe Colors By CompANy Type
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Match color psychology to mobile  
device cases for the perfect gift ideas

for Tech Leaders
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Notice a warm-colored case on the 
mobile device of the person you’re 
shopping for? Try something fun  
like a mug with a clever quip or  
a brain-teaser game. w
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Do you have a cool-colored case  
tech friend? Go for something more  
sophisticated like a leather wallet.  
If adventure is more their style,  
gift them tickets for an activity  
like skiing or white-water rafting.Co
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CheCk ouT These 
gifT guides!WanT more ideas?

Nothing rattles B2C 
folks — they’re cool, 
neutral cucumbers.

hyBrid & B2B
Hybrid (B2C/B2B) and B2B 
orgs have a very Swiss aesthetic 
—neutrality is in style.

neuTraL

Cio.Com 
The 15 best books of 
2015 for IT leaders

CompuTerworld.Com 
Stocking stuffers  
for $35 or less

CsooNliNe.Com 
Six great gifts for  
the nerdiest nerds  
you know

iNfoworld.Com 
2015 geek gadget  
gift guide

NeTwork world.Com 
Top gift guide ideas  
from the Cool Yule  
Tools Team

SourceS: 2015 IDG enterprISe BuIlDInG the MoBIle enterprISe; IDG enterprISe/IGS MoBIlIty Survey, 2014; Art therApy
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